Upon this _______ Day of ___________________ in the Year _________, With the
sun transiting _____ and the MOON in _____, I , _______________________________
Arborist of the tree of life, who art dedicated to the Great Work as
a propagator of truth, A conduit of light, a seeker of wisdom and
vessel for spirit, do hereby declare a formal statement of intention
and initiation of the shem working of the a.m. Lodge, for the
purposes of engagement with, Exploration of and reverence to the
72 names of god as practiced in the western mystery tradition
through the methods of hermetic qabalah.
by the witness of my highest guides in 100% pure light, and by the
Secret Chiefs and sacred council who govern the work of the
Arboretum Mysticum, I dedicate myself To uphold in good faith, my
service to the working, to be a healthy anchor, to keep a pure and
humble Heart, to use discernment from my higher eye, to honor
tradition while allowing evolution, to shine this light into the
world through the medium of my choosing, and to work in
alignment with the divine will for the well-being of all souls.
As I Light this flame upon the altar so may it be kept burning,
whether through a visible flame or through the invisible fire of my
intention within my interior temple.
And may this light be further established by the support and
blessing of:
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
(list of people, mentors, organizations (or their representatives)

May the fellowship of the A.M. Lodge and its presence, connection
and stewardship enable me to uphold and understand the purpose
of this pledge and of the shem working for myself and the greater
good.
Lvx, iao, Kairos kai Synchronia! ______________________________________________
to dare, to will, to know, to keep silent , to make sacred. So it is.

